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Abstract 
Let C(NNl) be the subspace of the NI-product of natural numbers NN1, consisting of functions 
with countable support. We prove that for any uncountable Souslin set A in C(@l ), either A 
contains a Cantor set, or a copy of WI (the space of countable ordinals) or else A can be well- 
ordered in type WI so that all initial segments are closed (Theorem 1.1). We give also a more 
refined version of this result (Theorem 1.2). In particular, we demonstrate non-effectiveness of 
some selections from natural “layers” in C(W”l ), extending some ideas of A.H. Stone concerning 
Bore1 theory in nonseparable metrizable spaces. Connections of this subject to classical Lusin’s 
constituents are also discussed. In another direction, we indicate (Corollary 1.3) a locally countable 
non-Souslin set in N”’ (witnessing poor covering properties of NN1 and answering a question by 
Kemoto and Yajima), and we find a closed perfectly normal subspace of N”l which is not a 
countable union of closed subsets with finite covering dimension. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Stone’s space; C-product; Souslin set; Luzin’s constituents; Left-separated; Closed 
embedding 
AMS classi$cation: 54BlO; 54805; 54D20; 54F45 
1. Introduction 
Let NN1 be the space of functions u : WI + N from countable ordinals to natural 
numbers with the pointwise topology, i.e., the RI-product of N. 
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Let C(NnI) be the subspace of NNi consisting of functions with countable support, 
i.e., the C-product. 
Finally, let 
F = {‘IL E NN’ : if n # 0 then U(Q) = R for at most one o} c C(N”“‘) (1.1) 
be the closed subspace defined by Stone [3 11. 
This paper is concerned with topological properties of Souslin sets in C(N~I), or in 
F, and with closed embeddings into N N1. Let us recall that A c X is Souslin in X if A 
is the projection of a Bore1 set in X x I@. 
We shall also use extensively the Baire space B(Nt) of weight Nt, i.e., the space of 
sequences of countable ordinals with the “first difference” metric, cf. [32]. 
One of the main results of this paper is the following theorem (where, as well as in 
the next one, N can be replaced by the real line, cf. Section 11.1). 
Theorem 1.1. Let A be an uncountable So&in set in C(NNl). Then either 
(a) A contains a Cantor set, or 
(b) A contains a copy of the countable ordinals WI, or else 
(c) A can be well-ordered in type WI so that all segments {w: v < u} are closed in A. 
The proof, based on a parameterization of C(Nnl ) on B(Nt) is given in Section 4. This 
approach admits a refinement leading to Theorem 1.2 (proved in Section 5). Sections 2 
and 3 form a background for this setting. Theorem 1.1 can also be justified in a more 
direct way outlined in Section 11.2. 
To state Theorem 1.2, let us set, for u E C(Nnl), 
K.(U) = min{cu: [a, WI) C u-‘(O)}, 
let 
(1.2) 
u 5 u if K(U) < K(U) and U(Q) = ‘u(o) for a < K(U), (1.3) 
and let 
c, = (21 E c(rq: K(U) = r}. (1.4) 
We shall call Cc the @h layer of C(NN1). Then (C(NN1), 5) is a subtree of the tree 
NCwl of all functions from countable ordinals to N, with the extension order (notice, 
however, that the layers Ce are not the levels of the tree). 
Theorem 1.2. Let A be an uncountable Souslin set in C(NN1). Then either 
(a) A contains a d-antichain intersecting all but nonstationary many layers Cc in a 
Cantor set, or 
(b) A contains a d-chain intersecting all but nonstationary many layers Cc, or else 
(c) A can be covered by separable subspaces {A,: Q < WI} so that all unions 
U{ A,: a < I} are closed in A. 
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In particular, selecting a singleton from each layer Cc we can not get a Souslin set 
in C(NNl), unless (neglecting nonstationary many choices, cf. Lemma 2.10) we actually 
define a s-chain. 
Selecting for each limit < a point xc E B(NI ) with all x<(n) < < and supn xc(n) = < 
we get a set E which is not Souslin in B(Nl), cf. [33,4]. Stone pointed out in [33] 
that this reflects non-effectiveness of any such choice, and our observation concerning 
selectors for the layers Ce provides, indeed, further support for this point of view, cf. 
Section 11.3. 
We shall also discuss in Section 5 a connection between these theorems and some 
classical topics concerning Lusin’s constituents. 
Let us consider now special selectors for the layers Cc: 
M = {UC: l$ < WI, uE E Fn C<, u;'(O) = [&w,)}. (1.3 
Each A4 is locally countable in F, i.e., each point of F has a neighbourhood containing at 
most countably many points UC, and it has none of the properties (a)-(c) in Theorem 1.1, 
cf. Lemma 2.9. 
Therefore we have (cf. Remark 3.3): 
Corollary 1.3. Stone’s space F contains a set which is locally countable in F but not 
Souslin. 
This shows that F, and hence NN1, do not have even very weak covering properties 
(cf. also Theorem 1.5). We comment on this in Section 11.4. 
In Sections 6 and 7 we give some more information about descriptive properties of 
the C-product. 
We show that a Souslin set in C(N’l) either contains a Cantor set or it is a countable 
union of scattered subspaces (Proposition 6.1). This is an analogue of a theorem of Hansel1 
[9], but it requires a different argument, the C-product being not “cover-analytic” (cf. 
Remark 6.2). 
For subsets of F, the property (c) in Theorem 1.1 is equivalent to a-relative dis- 
creteness, cf. Remark 10.8. This is also the case for the sets in C(NN1) which are the 
projections of closed sets in C(NNI) x NW (Proposition 7.1), but we do not know if this 
is true for any Souslin set in C(NN1). 
If A embeds in F as a Souslin set, then any topological copy of A in F is also Souslin 
(Corollary 10.9). For the C-product, however, things look differently. This follows from 
the next proposition (taking into account the embedding of B(N1) in F, described in 
Section 11.3). 
Proposition 1.4. The graph B*(N,) = {(X,&(Z)): x E B(N1)) c B(NI) x WI where 
K(X) = min{a > WO: z(N) C [O,cx)} is not Souslin in B(Nl) x WI, but it embeds as a 
closed set in I?(Nl ) x F. 
We devote Section 8 to a proof of this fact. 
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The space B*(Nt) was discussed in [8,27], [36, 2.2.111. It is perfectly normal, locally 
homeomorphic to the irrationals, and the bijection z H (z, K(Z)) preserves Bore1 sets 
and a-relatively discrete sets in both directions. We shall notice, in Section 10, that this 
phenomenon fits into a more general setting which simplifies and extends ome earlier 
results in this direction. 
In Section 9 we shall describe a simple general method of embedding onto closed sub- 
spaces in NN1. In particular, we show that if Y c NN * , then Y admits a closed embedding 
into NN1, provided Y has this property locally in PIN1 (Corollary 9.2). Furthermore, we 
observe that this principle can be applied to any M in (1.5). This displays a contrast 
with Theorem 1.1, and moreover, gives 
Theorem 1.5. There is a closed locally countable, but not u-relatively discrete set in 
I+‘. 
Choosing M more carefully, we can have here also perfect normality, cf. Remark 9.5. 
Theorem 1.5 again witnesses poor covering properties of PIN’. 
The method of embedding applied to subspaces of B*(Nt) x [0, 11 considered in 
[8,25] yields the following 
Theorem 1.6. There exists a closed per$ectly normal subspace of NN1, locally homeo- 
morphic to the irrationals, which can not be expressed as a countable union of closed 
sets with jnite covering dimension. 
We end the paper with a section containing several additional comments on the topic. 
2. Some auxiliary facts 
Admissible sequences 
Let X be a metrizable space of weight Nt , and let {Xt : we < < < wt } satisfy 
x,, c . . c x, c . . . ) < < WI, Xc is separable and closed in X, 
X, = u X, for limit [ > wa, and X= u x,. 
a<E a<l44 
We call {Xc: wo 6 < < wr } an admissible sequence in X. The sets 
Q=Xg\UX,, f-JO<<<Wl, 
a<E 
will be called the layers at level E. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We shall need several observations concerning the stratifications into layers (2.3) asso- 
ciated with admissible sequences. They can be derived from [26,28], but for completeness 
sake, we decided to include direct proofs. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let xc E PC for < in a stationary set A. Then E = {xe: < E A} is not 
a-discrete. 
Proof. Let us fix a metric d on X. Since o-discrete sets in X are countable unions of 
metrically discrete sets, and countable unions of nonstationary sets are nonstationary, it 
is enough to show that there is no i with d(x~, xv) > l/i for < < 7 in A. 
Assume the contrary. For each limit < E A one can choose, by (2.2), cp(<) < < and 
y/5 E XPp(<) with d(yc, xc) < 1/3i. Since n is stationary, by the Pressing-Down Lemma, 
cf. [16, II, 6.151, there is an uncountable A’ c n with cp(c) = cy for { E A’, i.e., 
{yE: < E A’} c X,. B u since X, is separable, d(yc, yq) < 1/3i for some distinct t, 
E. 7 E A’. Then d( xc, xv) < 1 /i, contradicting the assumption. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let Y c X be the union of countably many locally separable sets. Then 
{E: PC n Y # 0) is not stationary. 
Proof. Let V be a discrete family of separable sets in X. We shall check that 0 = 
{<: PC n U V # S} is nonstationary. 
To this end, let us notice that for D E 2, the set O(D) = {<: PC n D # 0) is countable, 
and since each layer P, hits at most countably many elements of 27, for each GE, the set 
U{@(D): CI E O(D)} 1 is a so countable. Therefore, there is a c.u.b. set r c WI such 
that for arbitrary Q < < E r, no element of V intersects both layers P, and Pt, cf. [16, 
II, 6.141. For each < E r n 0 choose a DC E V intersecting the layer PC and a point 
xc E PC n D,. Then DC # D, for distinct <, n E r n 0, hence {z(: < E r n O} is 
discrete, and by Lemma 2.1, the set r n 0 is nonstationary, and so is 0. 
Now, Y = Uj(UVj), each Vj being a discrete collection of separable sets, and this 
completes the proof. 0 
The Baire space B(Nl) 
Let D(E) be the set of ordinals less than < with the discrete topology, and let 
B(I) = D(E)‘> BE = B(E)\ u B(o). (2.4) 
a<E 
Then B(Ni) = B(wi) is the Baire space of weight Ni, cf. [32, Section 21, {B(t): wg < 
< < w i } is an admissible sequence in B( Ni ), and BE is the layer at level I. Note that 
B(E) is homeomorphic to the irrationals and B, = B(t). (2.5) 
Lemma 2.3. rf {Xc: wo < < < wi} is any admissible sequence in B(N,), then for all 
but nonstationary many I, 
PC = Be, Xc = B(t) for [ in a c.u.b. set, 
where PC are the layers dejined by (2.3). 
(2.6) 
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Proof. Let us set, for cy < WI, G = min{E > CY: Xc > B(Q) and B(E) > X,}, 
and let r be the c.u.b. set of limit ordinals 5 < wi with G < 5 for cy < <. Then 
UacE & = I_& B(a) for C E r, and hence, by (2.2) and (2.3), r has the required 
properties. 0 
The following two lemmas will be used only in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {Xc: wg < < < WI} be an admissible sequence in X and let 
h : B(NI) --) K be an embedding onto a closed subset K of X. Then for all but nonsta- 
tionary many I, h(Bc) c PC, where PC are the layers defined by (2.3). 
Proof. Let Kc = K n &it X, and P; = Kc\ Ua.,< K,. Then {Kc: wg 6 E < WI} is 
an admissible sequence in K and Pi c PC for limit <, cf. [I, 4.21. Since hh’(P;) are 
the layers associated with the admissible sequence {h-‘(Kt): wo 6 < < WI} in B(Nl), 
Lemma 2.3 shows that BE = hh’(P;) for all but nonstationary many limit <, and for 
any such E, we have h(Bc) C PC. 0 
Since any copy of B(N ) 1 in B(Nl) contains a copy K of B(Nl) closed in B(NI), cf. 
[33, Theorem 41, we also get the following (cf. [28, 3.21) 
Lemma 2.5. Any topological copy ofB(N1) in B(Nl) h as uncountable intersection with 
all but nonstationary many layers Be. 
Mycielski’s independent Cantor Set Theorem 
We shall need a special instance of a theorem of Mycielski [21], cf. [24, Lemma 5.11. 
Lemma 2.6. Let R c Z x Z be a closed relation in a completely metrizable space Z, 
containing the diagonal A in Z x Z. If no point of A is in the interior of R, then there 
is a Cantor set C c Z with ((C x C)\A) n R = 8. 
Proof. Let us sketch a proof. One defines inductively open sets U(a), cr E (0, l}“, with 
~ ~ 
U(a-i) c U(a), U(a-0) x U((T-1) n R = 0 
and diam U(a) --) 0. Then C = 0, U{U(a): c~ E (0, I}“} is the required Cantor 
set. 0 
In Section 5 we shall base applications of this fact on the following two lemmas 
(needed only in the proof of Theorem 1.2), the first being a special case of Lemma 4.3 
in [ 191, and the second one being its variation. 
Lemma 2.7. Let E c B(NI) be a closed set with empty interior Then, for all but 
nonstationary many t, En BE has relatively empty interior in the layer Bc. 
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Lemma 2.8. Let R c B(i-41) x B(N,) b e a closed relation such that no point of the 
diagonal A is in the interior of R. Then for all but nonstationary many 5, no point of 
A n (Be x Bc) is in the relative interior of R n (BE x Bc). 
Let us give a proof of Lemma 2.8, following an argument in the proof of Lemma 4.3 
in [19]; Lemma 2.7 can be justified in a similar way, or derived directly from Lemma 
4.3 in [19]. 
Aiming for a contradiction, assume that for 5 in a stationary set A C WI, there is a point 
3;‘:~ E BE and a (l/Q-ball WC = B( xt, l/i0 about xc such that (WC x WC)n(B, x BE) c 
R, i.e., by (2.3, (WC x WC) n (B(E) x B(t)) c R for < E A. 
For some i, the set A’ = {< E A: it = i} is stationary, and by Lemma 2.1, there is a 
ball W = B(z, l/2’) z containing uncountably many xc. Since any uncountable collection 
of B(E) covers B(Nt), this means that W x W C R, contradicting our assumption. 0 
Left-separated sets in C(NN1) 
A space X is left-separated if there exists a well-order a on X such that all segments 
{y: y <I x} are closed in X. 
It is easy to check that a metric space is left-separated if and only if it is g-discrete. 
For < > wn the sets Xc = UuGE Z, c C(N’I) form an increasing cover of C(NR1) by 
closed copies of the irrationals (satisfying conditions (2.1) and (2.2) from the definition 
of admissible sequences). 
The next lemma characterizes left-separated subspaces in C(N”l) in terms of the 
stratification of C(W”l ) into the layers Cc. 
Lemma 2.9. For an uncountable subspace A of C(NN1), the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) A is a countable union of left-separated subspaces. 
(ii) A intersects only nonstationary many layers Et, each in at most countable set. 
(iii) A can be well-ordered in type WI so that all segments {v: u a u} are closed. 
Proof. Note that in the proof of (i) + (ii) it suffices to show that (ii) holds under the 
assumption that A is left-separated. 
The second part of (ii) follows from the fact that the layers Cc are separable metric 
spaces. Assume that the first part is false, i.e., the set A = {c: Cc n A # S} is stationary. 
and choose UC E Cc n A for < E A. Let V< be a basic neighbourhood of UC in NNl disjoint 
from (11 E A: u a UC}. Each Vc can be represented as the intersection UC f’ Oc, where 
U, is the basic open set depending on coordinates less than 5 and 0~ = {ZK ulL< = 0) 
for a finite set L, of ordinals not less than <. Using the Pressing-Down Lemma we can 
find an open set U and an uncountable A’ c A such that UC = U for < E A’. Since 
u, E 0, for Q < E in A, for a < E in A’ we have u, E V, and, consequently, ucu D UC. 
Thus, for Et < (2 < . . in A’, we obtain UC, D uc2 D . ., contrary to the fact that a is 
a well-order. 
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Since (iii) + (i) is obvious, it remains to prove that (ii) implies (iii). Assume that r is 
a closed unbounded set in WI, disjoint from {I: Ct f’ A # 0) and let Z be the collection 
of order components of wt\F. Each set A(I) = A r? (JEEl Cc, is countable and can be 
ordered in type not greater than wg. Since for each [ E r the set 
AnUC,=AnUC,, 
aa a<< 
is closed in A, the order a generated on A = UICz A(I) by the orderings of sets A(I) 
and the natural well-order of Z inherited from WI, satisfies the requirements of (iii). 0 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Lemma 2.10. For a subspace A of C(NN1), the following conditions are equivalent: 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
A has a partition D into separable subspaces such that each selector for 2, is 
left-separated. 
A intersects only nonstationary many layers Et. 
A can be covered by separable subspaces {A,: (Y < WI} so that all unions 
MA a: < E} are closed in A. 
Proof. It is transparent that (ii) + (iii) + (i). To show that (i) implies (ii), one can 
use a reasoning similar to that in Lemma 2.2, and the implication (i) + (ii) from 
Lemma 2.9. 0 
3. Bore1 sets in Stone’s space F 
Let us define a metric d on F by the formula 
for u #‘u d(u,v) = l/min{n > 0: u-‘(n) #v-‘(n)} (3.1) 
and let Fd stand for the metric space (F, d). The space Fd can be identified with a closed 
subset of the Baire space Duo, where V is the collection consisting of the empty set and 
the singletons {a}, Q < WI, with the discrete topology. Since all nonempty open sets in 
Fd have weight Nt, Fd is homeomorphic with B(Nt), cf. [32, Section 21. 
The topologies in F and Fd are incomparable. However, we have the following: 
Proposition 3.1. The identity Fd 4 F is Borel. 
This fact will set the background for the next section. The argument below fits into a 
more general scheme, but we concentrate on the proof of Theorem 1.1 in this part of the 
paper, and we postpone the discussion of the generalizations to Section 10. 
We prove Proposition 3.1 by comparing the spaces F and Fd with the space F, which 
is obtained by giving the underlying set F the maximum of the topologies of F and Fd. 
A basic neighbourhood in F, can be described as the intersection of a basic neigh- 
bourhood in Fd with a closed in Fd set 
V(L) = {u E F: ulL = 0}, L C WI finite. (3.2) 
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To compare the spaces F, and Fd, we need a lemma describing a property of sets 
defined by (3.2). 
Lemma 3.2. The union of any collection of sets defined by (3.2) can be obtained as the 
union of a countable collection of such sets. 
Proof. The sets defined in (3.2) are indexed by finite subsets of wt. Put 
V(C) = u {V(L): L E c}. 
Our aim is to show that for any collection C of finite subsets of wt there exists a countable 
collection L’ (not necessarily a subcollection of l) such that V(L) = V(L’). 
Clearly we can assume that all the elements of L are of cardinality not greater than 
m and prove the assertion by induction on m. 
As V(0) = F, there is nothing to prove if m = 0. Assume that m > 0 and the assertion 
holds for collections of subsets of wt consisting of sets of cardinality less than m. 
If V(L) = F, then it suffices to put C’ = (8). So we can assume, in addition, that 
there exists a u E F\V(L). Then each element of L intersects the support supp(u) of U. 
For any finite 1 c supp(~) consider CI = {L E C: supp(u) fl L = I}. Since L is the 
union of the countable family of collections CI, it suffices to prove our assertion for any 
such subcollection. From now on we fix a finite nonempty I C supp(u). 
For L E CT we have V(L) = V(I) n V(L\I). By the inductive assumption there 
exists a countable subcollection C’ of finite subsets of WI such that 
V(C’) = u {V(L\I): L E c,}. 
Then 
V(LI) = V(I) n V(C’) = V(I) n U {V(L’): L’ E C’} 
=U{V(IUL’): L’EC’}, 
so V(Lcl) = V(Lcl,) for Cl, = {I U L’: L’ E L’}, and this completes the proof. q 
We are ready to prove Proposition 3.1. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Since the topology in F, is stronger than the topology of F, 
it suffices to show that any open set in F, is a Bore1 set in Fd. 
Let U be an open subset of F,. Fix a a-discrete base W in the metric space Fd. Since 
the topology of F, is obtained by modifying the metric topology, U can be represented 
as the union of sets VW, where for W E W, VW = W n U{V(L): L E Lw}, CW 
is a collection of finite subsets of WI and the sets V(L) are the closed subsets of Fd 
defined in (3.2). By Lemma 3.2, we can assume that for each W E W the collection 
LW is countable. Thus VW is an F,-set in Fd contained in W and, consequently, U is 
an F,-set in Fd. 0 
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Remark 3.3. The fact that one can not find any Souslin selector for the layers Cc in F 
follows from Proposition 3.1 and the fact that there is no Souslin selectors for the layers 
Bc in B(N’), cf. [4,33]. 
4. A parameterization of C(@) on B(N’) and a proof of Theorem 1.1 
A parumeterization 7r : B(N’) + C(NNl) 
We shall consider C(NnI), with the partial order Iii: and the layers Et, defined in (1.3) 
and (1.4), and the stratification of the Baire space B(N’) into layers BE, defined in (2.4). 
Proposition 4.1. There exists a Bore1 surjection n : B(N’) + C(NN1) such that 
(i) v’(C~) = BE and ~-‘(u,~~ C,) = B(t) for all but nonstationary many <, 
(ii) S = ((2,~): T(X) 5 r(y), or r(y) i r(z)} is closed in B(N’) x B(N’), 
(iii) if A c C(NN1) is So&in, then A = n(M) for a closed M in B(N’). 
Proof. Let 4: N + N be any fixed function with 4-‘(O) = {0}, and all other fibers 
4-l (n) infinite, and let us consider a continuous surjection 
7:F+C(NN1), .(u)=c$ou. (4.1) 
Then 
r-‘(C,) = F n C,. (4.2) 
A disadvantage of F as a parameter space is its nonmetrizability. Passing to the space 
Fd defined in Section 3 guarantees complete metrizability, but does not secure (ii). 
We shall strengthen the topology of Fd, introducing Fb, a topological copy of B(N’) 
between Fd and the nonmetrizable space F, considered in Section 3, which, upon multi- 
plying by NW, has the desired properties. Let us note that balls of radius l/k with respect 
to the metric d on Fd defined in (3.1) are of the form 
Wk(Ll, . . . ,Lk) = f) {u E F: U-‘(j) = Lj}, (4.3) 
j=l 
where Lj is either empty or a singleton. The basic b-neighbourhoods are of the form 
w/d-h, . . . ? L/c) f- V(L) with L c [,,,maxy,i) finite, (4.4) 
where L is empty if so is Uj Lj, and the sets V(L) are defined in (3.2). 
We shall denote by Fb Stone’s set F equipped with the topology introduced by the 
b-neighbourhoods. Let us show that 
Fb is homeomorphic with B(N’). (4.5) 
Firstly, since the sets V(L) are closed in Fd. Fb is regular and the basic b-neighbourhoods 
are closed-and-open in Fb. Let us fix a k 3 1. The sets Wk(L' , . . , Lk) in (4.3) form a 
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disjoint open cover of Fb. To each lVk(Li , . . Lk) correspond only countably many b- 
neighbourhoods (4.4), and this indicates a g-discrete closed-and-open basis in Fb. There- 
fore Fb is metrizable, with covering dimension zero. Since the basic b-neighbourhoods 
are closed in Fd, and the metric d is complete, Fb is completely metrizable. Finally, each 
neighbourhood (4.4) has weight Ni, and therefore we get (4.5) by [32, Section 21. 
Let us notice that, cf. (1.2), 
{F(t): wo < $ < WI}. where F(t) = {u E F: K(U) 6 E} 
is an admissible sequence in Fb, with layers, cf. (4.2) and (1.4) 
(4.6) 
F(t)\ u F(o) = T-‘(%. (4.7) 
a<:< 
Since the identity Fb -+ Fd is continuous and, as was established in Proposition 3.1, the 
identity Fd 1 F is Borel, from the continuity of r defined in (4.1) we infer that 
‘r : Fb + C(NN1) is Borel. (4.8) 
We shall now check the following key property: 
T = { (~1, UZ): I 5 T(Q) or T(ZQ_) 3 r(t~i)} is closed in Fb X Fb. (4.9) 
Let (ui, uzj $ T, i.e., by (1.3), ~(TL,) and I differ below y = min{K(ui), K(uz)}. 
We have to find b-neighbourhoods U, of ui such that (Ui x U2) n T = 8. Let us fix an 
N < y with r(ui)(a) = ml # I = m2. If both ml, m2 are positive, one can 
take as Vi the d-ball about u, of radius l/lci, where ki = ~(a) E &‘(mi). 
Suppose that, for example, ml = 0 (we now face the case where the d-topology does 
not suffice). Then Us = 0 and there is a p > (Y with zll(p) = 7~ # 0. Set L = {a}, 
and Lj = u;’ (j) for j = 1. . , lc. Let lJ1 be the b-neighbourhood of ui defined by (4.4), 
and let U2 be the d-ball about u2 of radius l/lcz. Then for any ui E Ui, ~(r/i)(o) = 0, 
~(7j1 )(P) # 0, and T(W)(Q) # 0, so I, ~(712) differ at o < min{r;(r(vi)), n(r(712))). 
It follows that (Ul x U2) n T = 0. 
To get also (iii), let us consider the projection p: Fb x NN -+ Fb, and define 
(4.10) 
The space Fb x NN is homeomorphic to B(Ni), by (4.5). The admissible sequence (4.6) 
in Fb gives rise to an admissible sequence Xc = F(t) x NW, wo < 5 < WI, in Fb x NW 
with the layers PC = 7-l (Cc) x NN = r-’ (Et), cf. (4.7). 
By Lemma 2.3 we see that, upon arbitrary topological identification of Fb x NN with 
B(Nr), PC = BE and Xc = B(E) f or all but nonstationary many <. This gives us 
property (i). Since S = (p x p)-‘(T), we have also property (ii). 
Let A be a Souslin set in C(NN1). By (4.8), r -’ (A) is Souslin in Fb, hence there is a 
closed set M C Fb x NW with p(M) = r -‘(A) and (iii) follows from the definition of 
7r in given in (4.10). 0 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Let A C C(NNI) be an uncountable Souslin set, and let rr: B(Nt) -+ C(F@l) be the 
parameterization given by Proposition 4.1. Assume that A does not satisfy conditions 
(a) and (c) in Theorem 1.1, i.e., by Lemma 2.9, A intersects stationary many layers Cc. 
Then, by Proposition 4.1(i), the closed set A4 given by (iii) satisfies 
M n Bc # 0 for stationary many layers B,. (4.11) 
Let W be the union of all relatively open sets in M which are countable unions of locally 
separable sets. By Lemma 2.2 and (4.1 l), K = M\W # 0 and 
if U # 0 is open in K, then r(U) n Cc # 0 for stationary many <. (4.12) 
By Stone’s result [32, Section 21, K is homeomorphic to B(Nl). 
Let S be the relation described in Proposition 4.l(ii), and let 
R=Sn(K x K). 
Applying Lemma 2.6 to R, we get an alternative: either there is 
(4.13) 
U # 0, open in K, with U x U c R, 
or else, we obtain a Cantor set C c K with 
(4.14) 
((C x C)\A) n R = 0. (4.15) 
Let C c K c M c c’(A) be as in (4.15). Then, by (4.13) and (ii), rr is injective 
on C, and by (i), X(C) is an uncountable separable Bore1 set. Since rr(C) c A contains 
a Cantor set, we get condition (a) in Theorem 1.1. 
Let us consider now U c K c M c 7r-l (A) as in (4.14). By (4.12), there is a 
stationary set n c wI, and points at E Et n A with a~ = n(q), where xc E U, for 
< E A. For < < n, in A, we have (xc, q) E R, and by (4.13), we infer that 
if < < 7 in A, then a< < aq. (4.16) 
Let r be the closure of n in WI, and let R be the closure of {at: [ E A} in C(Nnl). Then 
R is a chain with respect to 3, and the map +(a<) = < extends to a homeomorphism 
$ : R + F. The set $(O n A) is Souslin in r, and it contains the stationary set 11. 
Therefore it contains a c.u.b. set (cf. Remark 4.2) and the inverse image of this set is a 
topological copy of wt in A, providing condition (b) of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark 4.2. We used in the above proof a known fact that a Souslin stationary set 0 in 
WI contains a c.u.b. set. For the reader’s convenience, let us recall its justification. We have 
0 = Ucin) n, @, ...i,, @iI . ..i. being Bore1 in WI. Since the collection of Bore1 sets in w1 
is the a-algebra of sets which are either disjoint from a c.u.b. set or contain one, there 
is x E O\ U{Oi,...i,: Oi ,... i, is disjoint from a c.u.b. set}. Let x E Oi, n Oi,,iz n . . . . 
Then each Oi, . ..i. contains a c.u.b. set, and so does n, @, . ..i. c 0. 
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.2 and Lusin’s constituents 
Closed quasi-orders on B(Nl ) respecting the layer structure 
We say that a relation 5 is a quasi-order, cf. [ 18, II, $91, if it is reflexive and transitive, 
but not necessarily strict, i.e., we allow z 5 y and y 5 2 for distinct 2, y. A set E is a 
chain (antichain) with respect to 3 if for any (for no) distinct z, y in E, z 5 y or y 5 2. 
We say that 2, y have a common extension, if there is a z with z 5 z and y 5 z. 
Let 3 be a quasi-order on B(Nl). We shall say that 5 is closed if 
R = {(x. y): z 3 y or y 5 z} is closed in B(NI) x B(Nl), (5.1) 
and we shall say that 3 respects the layer structure in B(NI), cf. Section 2, if there exists 
a c.u.b. set r in WI such that (see (2.4)) 
if {z, y) c BE is an antichain, < E r, 
then .c, y have no common extension, 
if 5 E Be, < E r then {y: y 3 z} c U B,. 
a<E 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Remark 5.1. Let K be homeomorphic to B( HI ), and let 3 be a quasi-order on K. 
Then properties (5.2) and (5.3) do not depend on any specific choice of a homeomor- 
phism of B(Nl ) onto K inducing a layer structure in K. This follows immediately from 
Lemma 2.3. 
Lemma 5.2. Let 3 be a closed quasi-order on B(Nl ), respecting the layer structure in 
B(N)). Then either there is a nonempty open chain in B(Nl), or there is an antichain 
intersecting all but nonstationary many layers BE in a Cantor set. 
Proof. Assume that the first part of the alternative fails, i.e., there is no nonempty open 
U in B(NI) with U x U c R, cf. (5.1). Then, by Lemma 2.8, for the diagonal n in 
B(NI) x B(Nl) we have 
no point in A n (BE x BE) is in the relative interior 
of R n (BE x BE), for E in a c.u.b. set. (5.4) 
One can assume that (5.4) holds for all < in the set r indicated in (5.2) and (5.3). 
Let U be a closed-and-open subset of B(Nl ). We say that 1: splits U if there is a 
disjoint uncountable collection U of open subsets of U such that every selector for U is 
an I-antichain. 
Assume first that 5 splits every closed-and-open subset of B(Nl ). This leads imme- 
diately to a sequence Ue, Ui ! . . of discrete collections of closed-and-open sets in B(N,) 
such that each U E L&-l contains uncountably many elements of &, U, refines tr,_i, 
each selector for l& is an antichain and diam( U) < l/n for U in U,. Then K = n, U Z& 
is a closed copy of B(Nl) which is an antichain. Since, by Lemma 2.5, K n Bc is un- 
countable (hence it contains a Cantor set) for all but nonstationary many <, the proof is 
completed in case 5 splits every closed-and-open set in B(Nl ). 
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Suppose now that 3 does not split some closed-and-open nonempty subset U of B(NI ). 
To simplify the notation, assume that U = B(N, ). 
For any compact set C c B(N,) let us put 
R(C) = {y: (z, y) E R for some z E C}. (5.5) 
Then R(C) is closed, being the projection of a closed set R rl (C x B(N,)) parallel to 
the compact axis. 
For each Q E r, let 
C, = {C c B,: C is an uncountable compact antichain 
and R(C) has empty interior}. 
We shall check that, for any < E r, 
(5.6) 
if Z c BE is a dense Gs-set in BE then there is a C c Z with C E Cc. (5.7) 
To this end, let us select, using (5.4) and Lemma 2.6, a Cantor set K c Z which is 
an antichain. Let us split K into disjoint Cantor sets {Ct: t E 2w}, and let us consider 
U, = Int 
( 
R(G)\ U B, , 
1 
t E 12~. 
a<< 
If all U, were nonempty, we would get then, by (5.5), (5.3) and (5.2), an uncountable 
open collection { Ut: t E 2N}, all selectors of which are antichains-a situation excluded 
in the case we deal with. Therefore, some U, must be empty, and then Ct E Cc. 
Since for C E Ca, R(C) is a closed set with empty interior, by Lemma 2.7 there is a 
c.u.b. set A(C) such that 
for < E A(C), R(C) n Be is nowhere dense in Be. (5.8) 
We can choose inductively, for c E r, 
Cc E Ct with Cc n U { R(Ca): [ E A(Ca), a E [0, <) n r} = 0. (5.9) 
Indeed, removing from BE the union of R(C,) in (5.9), we get a relatively dense 
G&-set Z in BE, and (5.7) provides us with the required Cc. 
Let A be the diagonal intersection of the sets A(C,) n F, cf. [16, II, 6.141, i.e., A is 
a c.u.b. set such that 
if LY < <, cr,[ E A, then < E A(Ca). (5.10) 
Then lJ{C,: < E A} is an antichain. Indeed all Cc are antichains, and (5.9) and (5.10) 
guarantee that if x E C,, y E Cc, with cy < [ and a,5 E A, then x and y are d- 
incomparable. Since each Cc contains a Cantor set, this completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let A c C(@l) be an uncountable Souslin set, and let K be 
the parameterization described in Proposition 4.1. Let us consider the quasi-order 3 on 
B(NI) defined by 
5 3 y if 7r(x) 3 7r(y). 
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Then, by conditions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 4.1, 5 is a closed quasi-order respecting 
the layer structure of B(Nt). 
Let K be the closed copy of B(Ni ) in B(N1) defined in the proof of Theorem 1.1, 
cf. (4.12). Let us consider the order 5 restricted to K. Then Remark 5.1 makes it 
clear that Lemma 5.2 can be applied in this situation. Thus, we have either a nonempty 
relatively open U in K which is a chain, or an antichain E c K intersecting all but 
nonstationary many layers of K in a Cantor set. Let us notice that, by Lemma 2.4, U 
(or E) intersects all but nonstationary many layers BE of the Baire space B(Nt ) (in a 
Cantor set). By Proposition 4.1(i), we can assume that all these layers BE are mapped 
by rr to the corresponding layers Cc. Therefore, in the first case, x(U) provides a chain 
as in Theorem 1.2(b). In the second case, 7r being injective on E and Borel, r(E) n Cc 
is an uncountable Bore1 set for all but nonstationary many <. For each such < we have a 
Cantor set Cc c r(E) f’C(. The union of these Cantor sets satisfies Theorem 1.2(a). 0 
Lusin S constituents 
Let Q be the set of positive rational numbers, and let 2Q be the Cantor space of all 
subsets of Q with the topology of pointwise convergence. The order type of J C Q is 
denoted by type(J). 
Let 
WO = {J c Q: J is well-ordered}, 
WOE = {J E WO: type(J) = 0, < <WI 
Then WO is the complement of the analytic set sifted by the universal Lusin sieve and 
WOE is the <th constituent corresponding to the sieve (cf. [17, $3, XV, 539, VIII] and 
[12, 27.13, 31.31). 
Answering an old question of N.N. Lusin, Kanovei [ 1 l] proved that if a Souslin set A 
in WO intersects all constituents, then some intersection A 0 WOE contains a Cantor set. 
Kanovei used metamathematical arguments in his proof and a direct topological proof of 
this fact is given in [ 11. 
We shall use Theorem 1.2 to refine slightly this result. 
Let us consider WO with the tree structure (cf. [17, 530, XII (l)]) given by 
J 3 J’ if J is an initial segment of J’, (5.11) 
i.e., J = J’ or for some q E Q, J = (0, q) n J’. 
Proposition 5.3. Let A c WO be a So&in set intersecting stationary many constituents 
WOE. Then there is an d-antichain in A intersecting all but nonstationary many con- 
stituents in a Cantor set. 
Proof. We shall identify points of N’l with functions u : WI + Q U {0}, considering 
Q U (0) with the discrete topology (we identify also zero in W and Q U (0)). Let (cf. 
(1.1) and (1.4)) 
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HE = {U E F n Cc: ‘~1: [0, 5) 4 Q is order preserving}, 
H = u{HE: < < q} c F. 
Then H is closed in F and Q: H + WO defined by Q(U) = u(wt) n Q, is a Bore1 
injective map such that 
@-‘(WOE) = Hc c C,, (5.12) 
and, by (5.11) and (1.3), 
‘u. 3 w iff Q(U) 3 Q(U). (5.13) 
Let A be a Souslin set in WO intersecting stationary many constituents WOE. Then 
Q-‘(A) is Souslin in C(W”l), H being closed in C(NnI). By (5.12), e-‘(A) intersects 
stationary many layers Cc, hence it does not satisfy condition (iii) in Lemma 2.10. 
Therefore Theorem 1.2 provides us with an alternative (a) or (b), but the second possibility 
is excluded, as it would produce an uncountable set in Q. Thus we get an d-antichain 
D c Q-’ (A) with D n Cc being a Cantor set, for all but nonstationary many I. For any 
such { we can select in the uncountable Bore1 set Q(D n Cc) c A n WOc a Cantor set 
Cc, and the union of these sets is the required antichain in A, by (5.13). 0 
6. A perfect set theorem 
In the proof of the next result we apply some standard arguments going back to Corson 
[2]. These arguments are refined in Section 11.2, to provide an alternative direct proof 
of Theorem 1.1. 
Proposition 6.1. Let A be a Souslin set in C(NNI). Then either A is a countable union 
of scattered subspaces, or it contains a Cantor set. 
Proof. Let A be a Souslin set in C(NNl). By [lo, Theorem 5.21, there exist G = 
kfnn,Gk c z(W) x P, with M closed and Gi > G2 > . open, such that the 
projection p : C(NnI) x NN -+ C(NN~) maps G onto A. 
Let Y c G project in a one-to-one way onto A. Suppose that A is not a countable 
union of scattered subspaces. Then Y is not scattered, cf. [14, Lemma 3.31 (cf. also 
the proof of Proposition 10.7(a)) and let 2 be a subset of Y without relatively isolated 
points. 
We shall consider points u = (~,t) E C(Nnl) x NW as elements of the C-product 
in N(wI+wO), i.e., u(wi + J’) = t(j) for j = 0, 1, . . . . For each point z E 2 we fix an 
enumeration {so(z), CXI (z), . .} of the support of z. 
For lc > 0 we shall define a finite subset LI, of the index set wi + wa and, for each 
0 E (0, l}“, a point z, E Z and its basic closed-and-open neighbourhood U(a) in 
C(@) x NN. 
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We start the inductive construction with arbitrary z0 E 2 and U(0) = C(WN1) x N’“, 
and we proceed so that, letting for k > 0, 
Lk = {cYj(Z,/): 0’ E (0, l}“‘, max(j, k’) < k}, (6.1) 
for each cr E (0, 1)” and i E (0, l}, 
G--i concides with z, on Lk, 
u(u’-i) C u(a) f- Gk> 
p(u(~-0)) np(U(g-1)) = 0. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Suppose that z,/ and U(cr’) are defined for U’ E (0, 1)“’ with k’ < k. Consider Lk 
as in (6.1), and fix a 0 E (0, l}“. Since z, is not isolated in 2, there are distinct points 
&,-a, z,-_I in 2 which coincide with z, on Lk. Because p(&,-0) # &z&-t), one can 
choose basic neighbourhood U(g-i) of z,--, so that (6.3) and (6.4) hold true. 
Having completed the choice of z, and U(a), we set L, = Uk>,,Lk. By (6.1), the 
sets LI, are increasing and all z, vanish outside of L,. 
Let L c L, be finite. Then, there is a k such that L c LI, and by (6.2), if 0 E (0, l}k 
and 8 extends 0, then z, coincides with 2, on L. Therefore, for s E (0, l}‘, the sequence 
(zslk& converges to a point f(s) E 2 n n, U(slk) c G, cf. (6.3), and the function 
f : (0, 1)’ + G is continuous. Since, by (6.4), the composition p o f is injective, p 0 f 
embeds the Cantor set (0, l}’ into A. 0 
Remark 6.2. Proposition 6.1 is an analogue of a theorem of Hansel1 [9] stating that the 
assertion in Proposition 6.1 holds for cover-analytic spaces. The situation we deal with 
requires, however, different arguments since, as we show in a moment, C(NN1) is not 
cover-analytic. 
First, let us recall a game played by I and II in Y, by choosing alternately nonempty 
subsets Do > 00 > Dt > 01 > . of Y such that each choice 0, of player II is 
relatively open in Dj. Player II wins the game if the resulting sequence is complete (i.e., 
the intersection of the closures of the elements of any filter base in Y containing all the 
terms of the sequence is nonempty). Now, the space Y is cover-complete if player II 
has a winning strategy in this game, cf. [20], and X is cover-analytic if there exists a 
cover-complete Y c X x NN which projects onto X [9]. 
Let V be the collection of all basic closed-and-open sets in C(NtJNL), i.e., sets of the 
form V(a) = {u: ~1 L = a}, where L is finite and a : L + W. Note that no decreasing 
sequence of sets from I/ is complete (one can always find a projection which maps the 
intersection of the sequence onto N). Thus player I can win the game in C(N’l) by 
choosing his sets Dj from I/‘. 
Put X = C(N’I) and assume that Y c X x NN is mapped by the projection p onto 
X. We shall show that player I can always win the game played in Y. 
In fact, what determines the success of player I is his carefully chosen first move. To 
make the move, player I considers &?, the collection of all sets which can be obtained as 
intersections of decreasing sequences of basic closed-and-open sets from V. The elements 
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of G are nonempty Gs-sets in X. By induction on Ic, player I chooses decreasing sets 
Gk E 6 and IVk open in NW such that for 
C,O = n (GI, x Wk) # 0, Y n 0, is dense in 50. (6.5) 
k>O 
Let {uk: k > 0) be a countable base of closed-and-open sets in N’. The induction 
starts with Go = X, I$‘0 = N’ and is continued by picking wk+i = wk\uk if there 
eXiStS a nOnHI@y Set Gk+l C Gk in 6 such that Y rl (Gk+i x uk) = 8 and wk+ I = 
wk, Gk+l = Gk otherwise. To see that (6.5) is satisfied, observe that nk>o Gk is a 
nonempty Gs-set in X and, by our construction, Y n p-‘(nk,, Gk) C DO. Similarly, 
each basic open set V x U intersecting 50 has to intersect Y n 50. 
Now player I declares Da = Y n E,o as his first move, and whatever player II does 
in response, player I keeps choosing closed-and-open in Y sets afterward. Thus the 
subsequent choices of player I are closed in Y sets of the form Dj = Y n 6j with oj 
being open in 50. By (6.3, each Dj is dense in Ej. Assume that the sequence chosen 
by II is complete in Y. Then n,,, Dj # 0, hence the Gs-set r)j>o fij is nonempty 
and there is a projection f of the C-product X x IV’ onto N which is unbounded on 
n,,, Dj. Since f is unbounded on each set Dj, f is also unbounded on its dense subset 
Dj, and this contradicts the completeness of the sequence chosen by II. 
7. Left-separated Souslin-(F) sets in C(NNI) are a-relatively discrete 
A set E is Souslin-(F) in X if it is a projection of a closed set in X x NW, parallel 
to the irrationals. Equivalently, E is obtained by operation (A) from closed sets Ei,,..i, 
in X, cf. [lo, Theorem 4.41, i.e., 
This section is devoted to a proof of the assertion in 
can be omitted in this statement, cf. Remark 10.8. 
It is convenient to discuss a slightly more general 
some preliminary observations. 
(7.1) 
the title. We do not know, if (7’) 
fact and, to this end, let us make 
We shall say that E c C(I@) is almost invariant under projections, AIP in short, if 
there is a c.u.b. set r C WI such that 
u . X[o,y) E E for u E E, y E F, (7.2) 
where u . x[~,~) is the product of u and the characteristic function of [0, y). 
It is known (but for the reader’s convenience we briefly recall the argument in Re- 
mark 7.2) that closed sets in C(N’l) are AII? The collection of AIP-sets is closed under 
operation (d). Indeed, if E is defined by (7.1), each Ei,...i, is AIP, with a c.u.b. set 
ri ,... i, witnessing this property, then r = n{ri ,... i,: (ii,. . . , in) E N”, n = 1,2,. . .} 
is as in (7.2). It follows that Souslin-(F) sets in C(N’I) are AIP 
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Proposition 7.1. Each left-separated Alp-set, in particular; each left-separated Souslin- 
(TJ set in C(W”l) is a-relatively discrete. 
Proof. Let E c C(NNl) be a left-separated set satisfying (7.2) with a c.u.b.-set r. Since 
E is left-separated, by Lemma 2.9, the set {K(U): ‘~1 E E} is nonstationary, cf. (1.2). 
Therefore, we can assume in addition that 
{K(U): u E E} n r = 0. (7.3) 
Let Z be the collection of order-components of wi\r. For the supports supp(zl) = 
{Q: U(Q) # 0} f h 1 o t e e ements u of E we have then 
L, = supp(u) n r is finite, (7.4) 
and 
3;, = {I E 2: I n supp(~) # S} is finite. (7.5) 
Indeed, looking for a contradiction, suppose that either (7.4) or (7.5) fails. In both cases, 
we get a sequence ~1 < ~2 < . . . of ordinals with u(oi) # 0 and supi ai = y E r. By 
(7.21, u = u. x[~,~) E E, but since K(U) = y, this contradicts (7.3). 
Let 
E - {u, E E: lLzll = m, JJU/ = n}. 71Ln. - 
Let us fix m, rl, and for any L c r, J’ c Z with / LI = m, 121 = 12, let us set 
V(L.3) = {U E E,,: L, = L, Ju = ,7}. (7.6) 
The sets V(L,J’) are relatively open in E,, and pairwise disjoint. Since the supports 
of elements of V(L, J) are contained in a countable set L U U J, V(L, J) is separable 
metrizable, and being left-separated, it is countable. Therefore, the sets defined in (7.6) 
split E,, into disjoint relatively open countable sets, which shows that E,, is (T- 
relatively discrete, and so is E = U,,, E,,. 0 
Remark 7.2. Let E c C(NRI) be a closed set. We recall an argument demonstrating that 
E is AIP. For any a < WI, choose a countable E, c E such that the projection of E, 
onto i$“l(y) is dense in the projection of E onto N[O,a), and set P(Q) = sup{lc(u): IL E 
Uasa Ep}. Then a c.u.b. set r such that ~,$a) < y, whenever cy < y and y E r, has 
property (7.2). 
8. A non-Sousliu set in I3 (N 1) x w 1 which admits a closed embedding into B( N 1) x F 
In this section we prove Proposition 1.4. In the first part we shall check that the graph 
B*(Nl) is not tech-analytic, in particular, B*(Ni) is not Souslin in B(Ni) x WI. 
Next, we shall represent B(Ni ) as the space Fb, Stone’s set F equipped with the metric 
topology introduced in Section 4, and we shall detect a closed copy Y of B” (Ni ) in the 
diagonal of 4 x F. To identify Y with B*(Ni) we shall appeal to some flexibility of 
topological properties of B*(Nl), disclosed in Lemma 8.2. 
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8.1. B*(Nl) is not tech-analytic 
Note that B*(Nl) = {(z,E) E B(N ) 1 x WI: z E Bc}, where the sets BE are the layers 
of the stratification of B(N1) defined in (2.4). Following Hansel1 [lo, Section 51, we 
call a Tychonoff space 2 Tech-analytic if it is the projection of some tech-complete 
subspace of 2 x NW. Therefore, to verify the first part of Proposition 1.4, it is enough to 
show that B*(Nl) is not Tech-analytic. In fact, we shall demonstrate that tech-analytic 
sets in B* (HI) intersect only nonstationary many strips Bc x WI. We shall first consider 
selectors for the layers PC of an arbitrary admissible sequence in B(Nl), cf. (2.1)-(2.3). 
Lemma 8.1. Let E = {xc: < 3 WO} c B(Nl), where xc E PC, for < 3 wg. Then 
E* = {(q,O I3 > wo is not the intersection of a closed set and a Gs-set in E x WI. 
Proof. For each set A c WI of infinite ordinals we define 
E(A) = {xc: < E A}, E*(A) = {(q,J): I E A}. 
Let us recall that E(A) is not g-discrete, if A is stationary, cf. Lemma 2.1. Let U be an 
open set in E x WI containing E*. We shall check that 
T(U) = (0: {&Y) [ x Q,WI) c U} contains a c.u.b. set in WI. (8.1) 
Suppose the contrary, i.e., A = WI \r(U) is stationary. For each c E A choose a (l/i)- 
ball IV, about XE and ~(0 < < with WC x (?(<),<I c U. Using the Pressing-Down 
Lemma, one can find a stationary set A’ c A such that r(l) = y and i is fixed for 
all < E A’. Then, E(A’) being non-a-discrete, there exists cy E A’ rl (y, WI) such that 
the (1/2i)-ball about x, contains uncountably many points of E(A’). It follows that 
{xa~X(Y~~IC~f or uncountably many I, and since y < CX, we get a E p(V) n A = 0, 
a contradiction justifying (8.1). 
Now the proof of the lemma can be completed easily. Aiming for a contradiction, let 
us assume that E’ = M n nj Uj, with M closed and U, open in E x WI and let 
J 
By (8.1) r contains a c.u.b. set in wi, and 
Then D is relatively closed in E(r) x ~1, and so is E*(F) = M n D. The projection 
onto E(F), parallel to the countably compact axis wi , is closed, and therefore E*(F) is 
homeomorphic to E(r). But E(F) is not c-discrete, hence not locally countable, while 
E*(r) is locally countable. This contradiction ends the proof. 0 
We are ready now to complete the proof of the first part of the assertion in Proposi- 
tion 1.4. Looking for a contradiction, suppose that B* (Nl) is eech-analytic. Then there 
exists G, the intersection of a closed set and a G&-set in the product (B(N1) x WI) x N”, 
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which projects parallely to the irrationals NW onto B*(N,), cf. [ 10, Theorems 5.2(b) and 
5.3(d)]. 
Let us reinterpret the situation. Identify (B(N,) x WI) x NW with (B(Nr) x NN) x wt. 
Then X = B(Nt) x NW is a copy of B(Nr), {B(t) x WN: wg < < < WI} is an admissible 
sequence in X with layers PC = BE x WN. Moreover, the set 
is the intersection of a closed and a Ga-set in the product X x WI, and each (y? E) E 
B*(Nl) is a projection of some (y, t, <) E G. 
For each < > wg choose yc E BE and tc E NN such that (yE, tc, ,O E G. Set xc = 
(Y&) E PC, E = { xc: [ 3 wa} c X and E’ = {(z~,~): E 3 WO} c X x WI. Then 
E’ = (E x WI ) n G, which contradicts Lemma 8.1. 0 
8.2. B*(Nl) admits a closed embedding into B(Nj) x F 
Let us associate with any admissible sequence {Xc: wo 6 < < WI} in B(Nl), cf. (2.1) 
and (2.2), a topology 7, declaring 
U n Xc with U open in B(N,) 62) 
basic open sets. We shall call 7 an admissible topology associated with the admissible 
sequence in B(NI). 
Let PC be the layers of the admissible sequence in B(Nl), cf. (2.3). The projection of 
{(x:0 E B(NI) x WI: x E PC} parallel to wr is a homeomorphism onto B(N,) with 
the admissible topology 1. In particular, the space B* (NI) is homeomorphic to B(N,) 
endowed with the admissible topology associated with the admissible sequence (2.4). 
The first part of the proof of Proposition 1.4 shows, actually, that no admissible topol- 
ogy on B(Nl) is eech-analytic. We shall define a closed set Y c Fb x F homeomorphic 
with B(N,) endowed with an admissible topology. This will show that Y has the prop- 
erties announced in the title of this section. To make sure that Y is in fact a copy of 
B* (HI ) we shall need in addition Lemma 8.2, giving sufficient conditions for B(N, ) 
with an admissible topology ir to be homeomorphic with B*(N,). 
Let Fb be Stone’s set F with the topology determined by basic neighbourhoods de- 
scribed in (4.4). The space Fb is homeomorphic with B(Nl), cf. (4.5), and the diagonal 
n = {(u: u): u E F} is closed in Fb x F (8.3) 
as, for rr > 0, the sets {u: U(Q) > 12 or U(Q) = 0}, (~11: U(CV) = n} are open in both 
Fb and F, and hence the intersection of the topologies of Fb and F is Hausdorff. 
Let, cf. (1.2), 
X = {‘U E Fb: U([O,K(U))) = N\(O)}. 
Then X is a closed subspace of Fb homeomorphic to B(N,), and by (8.3), 
Y = {(u; u): u E X} C Fb x F 
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is closed in Fb x F. Setting 
X, = {‘u. E X: K(U) < s}, E > wo, (8.4) 
we find an admissible sequence in X. Let 7 the admissible topology in X associated 
with the admissible sequence (8.4). One readily checks that the map u H (u, U) from X 
to Y is continuous and that the sets (Xc x F) n Y are open in Y. It follows, that the 
projection (u, U) H u of Y onto X maps Y homeomorphically onto (X, 7). 
Since the layers PC = X,C\ U,<< X, of the admissible sequence (8.4) are homeomor- 
phic to the irrationals, the following lemma completes the proof of Proposition 1.4. 
Lemma 8.2. Let 7 be an admissible topology in B(N ) 1 associated with an admissible 
sequence {Xc: wg 6 < -C WI} such that each layer PC = Xc\ Ua.,S X, is nowhere 
locally compact. Then the space (B(Nl), 7) is homeomorphic with B*(Nl). 
Proof. To distinguish the two admissible topologies in B(N,), we shall write also X = 
B(Nl) and we shall denote by X* the space (B(Nl),I). Given A c B(Nl) we shall 
write A> or A;3 to indicate in which space X* or B*(Nl) the set A is considered. Since 
each (X,&k is zero-dimensional, completely metrizable, and nowhere locally compact, 
(Xc)> is homeomorphic to the irrationals. (8.5) 
By Lemma 2.3, for a closed unbounded set r in wl, the layers BE, cf. (2.4), and PC 
coincide, 
BE = PC, B(J) = Xc for < E l? (8.6) 
It is convenient to set PO = 0 = X0, BO = 0 = B(0) and to assume that 0 E r. 
Let {(pus, A,): s E S} be the collection of order components of wi\I’, pL,, A, E r. 
Then, by (8.6), 
U(s) = Xxs\X,, = BP,)\%& X,, = %L,)> 
and by (8.5) and (2.5), 
UG (s) and U;(s) are homeomorphic to the irrationals, (8.7) 
where we consider U(s) in X* or in B*(Nl), respectively. 
Let d be the “first difference” metric in B(N1 ), and let D, be the collection of (1 /n)- 
balls with respect to d. The family 13, is disjoint and &+I refines B,. Let 
Wn(s) = u {W E B,: W n B(ps) = S}. (8.8) 
The sets 8 = We(s) C W,(s) C . are closed-and-open in B(Nl), and the sets V(s, 71,) = 
U(s) n (Wn(s)\W,_~ (s)) satisfy 
u V(s,n) = U(s). (8.91 
n>l 
Let us notice that 
dist(V(s, n), V(t, n)) 2 l/n for s # t, (8.10) 
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as, for example, X, > Xt implies hS > Xt and, by (8.8) the union of (l/n)-balls 
intersecting IVn(s) > V(s, n) is disjoint from B(/L,) > B(X,) > V(t, n). 
The sets V(s,n) are closed-and-open in both spaces X* and B*(N,), and therefore, 
by (8.7) 
Vi (s, n) and Vi (s, n) are homeomorphic to the irrationals. (8.11) 
Let us fix s and 12. Using a theorem of Pollard [30] we shall define a homeomorphism 
h,,, : V;(s, n) + V;(s, n) 
such that 
max{d(2,hs,n(Z)),d(2, h;:(z))} < l/n, (8.12) 
and, cf. (8.6), 
h,%n(z) = z for CC E V(S, n) n BA,. (8.13) 
To this end, let us consider IV E B, with WnV(s, n) # 0. Let H = WnBxs = WnPAs 
(note that H = H;3 = H;). By [30, Theorem 1.21 and (8.1 l), the identity on H can be 
extended to a homeomorphism 
huJ : W n V;(S, 7~) -+ W n V;(S, n). 
Since the balls in & are pairwise disjoint, we can combine the homeomorphisms hw 
to get h,,, satisfying (8.12) and (8.13). 
We shall define h: B*(N,) 4 X* by the formula 
h(z) = Jli,,,(z), for 2 E VB(S,R) i 
for 5 E I_{&: < E r}, 
(8.14) 
(for Bx, appearing in both parts, this is compatible, by (8.13)). 
To check the continuity of h, let us consider a convergent sequence Q ---f za in B” (N 1). 
It is enough to concentrate on zi E V( s(i)), where 
AS(,) / E E C x0 E BE, d(Q, zo) 4 0. (8.15) 
By (8.9) and (8.10) we have zi E V(s(i),n(i)) with n(i) + CO. Then, by (8.14) and 
(8.12), h(zi) E U(s(i)) and d(zi, h(zi)) 6 l/n(i). It follows by (8.15) that h(z2) + 
50 = h(Q). 
An analogous argument demonstrates the continuity of the inverse map h-' , complet- 
ing the proof. 0 
9. Closed embeddings in FIN1 
The following lemma provides a general method of embedding onto closed subsets of 
NH’; we shall use it to prove Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. 
Lemma 9.1. Let p: Y --f B be a continuous map into a space B. If B admits a closed 
embedding into NN1 and has an open cover by sets V such that p- ’ (V) admits a closed 
embedding into NN1, then Y admits a closed embedding into NN’. 
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Proof. Let {I&: cr < WI} be a cover of B by closed-and-open sets such that 
U, = p-’ (I/a) admits a closed embedding into RI”. (9.1) 
Let fi = B U {b,} b e an extension of B obtained by adding the point b, with basic 
neighbourhoods of the form g\ (V& U . . U V,, ), and let y = Y U {ym} be a similar 
extension of Y with V, replaced by sets U, in (9.1). Then the map p: y + g extending 
p and taking ym to b, is continuous. 
The graph of p is the intersection of the graph of @ and ? x B, hence it is closed 
in ? x B. Since Y is homeomorphic to the graph of p, we see that Y admits a closed 
embedding into Y x B, and therefore it is enough to make sure that Y embeds as a 
closed set in 
which, by (9.1), admits a closed-embedding into (NN’)“’ = NN1. 
To this end, let us define h : Y -+ 2 by 
The map h separates points from closed sets in ?, and hence embeds y in 2. Let 
z E Z\h(p). There is rr with Z(Q) # yoo, i.e., 
z(o) E UCY, (9.2) 
and since z # h( z(a)), there is ,D such that either 
~(0) E UP and z(P) # z(o), (9.3) 
or 
z(o) q! Up and z(P) E Up. (9.4) 
The conjunction of (9.2) with either (9.3) or (9.4) determines an open set in Z containing 
z and disjoint from h(Y). It follows that h(Y) is closed in Z. 0 
For Y c NNl, B = NN1, and p the identity on Y, we obtain 
Corollary 9.2. Let Y c NN1. If each point in NN1 has a neighbourhood V such that 
V n Y admits a closed embedding into NN I, then Y admits a closed embedding into NN1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let M be the subspace of F defined in (1.5). Then M is a 
scattered space, locally countable in F. Since scattered countable sets in F are completely 
metrizable, hence admit a closed embedding into NNo, Corollary 9.2 shows that M 
admits a closed embedding into N Ni. By Lemma 2.9, M is not o-relatively discrete, as 
u~EMflC,for<>wa. 0 
Remark 9.3. We are about to use the result of Mycielski [22] that the discrete space 
of cardinality Ni embeds as a closed set in NN1. Let us show how it follows from 
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Corollary 9.2. What we need is a relatively discrete set hl c NNi, locally countable in 
I@). One can get such A4 = {d,: wg < a < WI} taking d, E F which maps [O. o] 
injectively into N\(O), with d,(a) = 1 and d,(P) = 0 for ,O > cy. 
To prove Theorem 1.6 we need the following observation: 
Lemma 9.4. The graph B* (HI ) defined in Proposition 1.4 admits a closed embedding 
into NN1. 
Actually, a closed embedding of B* (N,) into B(N1) x F, described in Section 8, 
combined with a theorem of Mycielski recalled in Remark 9.3, yields this fact instantly. 
However, the following justification is more direct. 
Consider B*(Nl) as B(N1) with the admissible topology associated with the admissible 
sequence defined in (2.4) (cf. (8.2)). Let 2 = (0) U {l/n: n > 0} be the convergent 
sequence. For each countable [ > we choose a continuous function fc : B(N,) + 2 such 
that, cf. (2.4), B(E) = f;‘(O), and define gc: B*(N,) + N by 
gE(x) = 
0 if 1c E B(t), 
l/f<(z) if z $ B(E). 
Observe that 
the graph of gc is closed in B(N 1) x N. (9.5) 
Consider the mapping g : B*(N,) + NN1 given by g(z)(c) = g<(x) for < 3 ~0. The 
space B*(N,) is homeomorphic to the graph of g which is a closed in B*(NI) x NH’ 
subset of the product of B(Nt ) and NN1. By (9.5), the graph of g is, in fact, closed in 
B(N,) x NN’. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let Y c B*(N,) x [0, llN be the space from [8, Example 31 
modified as in [25,4.2(B)]. Then Y is a perfectly normal space which is not a countable 
union of closed subsets with finite covering dimension, and UC = Y n (B(E) x [0, llw) 
is homeomorphic to the irrationals, for < > we. Setting B = B* ( NI ) and p(z, t) = z for 
(x. t) E Y, we can apply Proposition 9.1 to embed Y as a closed set in I@. 0 
Remark 9.5. For limit c, let us choose XE from the <th layer BE of B(NI), cf. (2.4), and 
let E = {xc: < limit}. Then E is a set considered by Stone, cf. a comment in Section 1, 
following Theorem 1.2, and let E* = { (xt, ,O: < limit} be the corresponding set in 
B*(N,). Since E* is scattered and locally countable in B*(Nl), setting B = B*(N,), 
Y = E’ and p(g) = y for y E Y, one can use Proposition 9.1 to embed E* as a closed 
set in NN’. This shows that the set in Theorem 1.5 can also be assumed perfectly normal. 
10. Discontinuous maps with perfectly normal graphs 
The spaces F, (cf. Section 3) and B*(Nl) (cf. Section 8), which can be interpreted as 
graphs of suitably chosen discontinuous functions on B(Nl), played an essential role in 
some arguments in this paper. 
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Proposition 10.5 in this section establishes a common ground for such arguments. 
It also yields some new information about Stone’s space F and the graph B*(Nt), cf. 
Propositions 10.7 and 10.10. 
We start with a lemma, related to some arguments already used in the proof of Propo- 
sition 3.1. Let us recall that, following Hansel1 [lo, Section 41, one calls a collection 
& of sets in a topological space a-discretely decomposable, if each E E ,Z is a union 
E = IJ{E(n): n E N} with every & = {E(n): E E E} discrete (as a collection 
indexed by E). 
Lemma 10.1. Let Y be a space with a base V such that each open set in Y is the union 
of a countable subcollection of V. Zf X is a metric space and f : X + Y is such that 
f -’ (V) is closed in X for V E V, then the graph G(f) c X x Y is pelfectly normal 
and the projection p : G(f) -+ X preserves Bore1 sets. IJ in addition, discrete subsets 
of Y are countable, then G(f) is collectionwise normal and p maps collections of sets 
discrete in G(f) t o u-discretely decomposable collections in X. 
Proof. We shall show that any open subset of G(f) can be covered by the interiors of 
a countable collection of closed sets which are inverse images of closed sets in X under 
p. Since G(f) is a Hausdorff space, this will imply that G(f) is perfectly normal, and p 
maps open sets in G(f) to F,-sets in X. 
To this end, fix a a-discrete base W in X, and let 0 n G(f) be an open set in 
G(f), with 0 c X x Y open. It suffices to construct an open cover U of 0 with 
{p(U n G(f)): U E U} a-discrete in X, and 
P(U n G(f )) c ~(0 ” G(f )> 
for U E U. 
ForWEWdefineV~=U{VEV:WxVcO}.ThenO=U{WxVw: WEW} 
and each VW = U VW with V w c V countable. Let U = {W x V: W E W, V E VW}. 
Clearly U is a cover of 0 by open subsets of X x Y, the projection of U onto X is 
a-discrete in X, and for W x V E U, 
p((W~v)nG(f))=Wnf-l(V)cWnf-l(V) 
= P((W x V) n G(f )> c ~(0 n G(f)). 
Assume now that discrete subsets of Y are countable, and let D be a discrete in G(f) 
collection of subsets of G(f). 
Fix D E V and let O(D) be an open in X x Y set containing D and disjoint 
from all the other elements of V. Construct, as in the first part of the proof, a cover 
U(D)={WxV: WEW,VEVw(D)}ofD consisting of open sets W x V inter- 
secting D and satisfying w x V c O(D) (which implies that 
P((W x V) n G(f)) c P(W) n G(f)) 
does not intersect the projections of the elements of V other than 0). As in the first part, 
we can assume that each VW(D) c V(D) is countable. 
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Since there are no uncountable discrete sets in Y, for each W E W, the collection of 
D E ‘D such that VW(D) is nonempty is countable. Thus 
U=u{U(D): DU}={WxV: WEW, VEVW}, 
where VW = U{Vw (D): D E 23) c V is countable. It follows that 24 is a g-discrete 
cover of UZ, by open in X x Y sets. As the closure of each U E U intersects exactly 
one element of V, U yields easily a disjoint collection of open sets in X x Y, each 
containing exactly one element of D. Moreover, {p(U n G(f)): U E U} is a a-discrete 
in X cover of p(lJD) and each p(U n G(f)) t m ersects exactly one element p(D) of 
y(D). This shows that the collection p(D) is a-discretely decomposable. 0 
Remark 10.2. If the space Y in Lemma 10.1 is hereditarily separable, then the projection 
maps any left-separated subset of G(f) onto a a-discrete set in X. 
Let IF be the space (0, 1) with (0) open but not closed in IF, and let IFN’ be the 
N 1 -product. The points of IFn’ can be considered as characteristic functions of subsets of 
the set wi of countable ordinals. Finally, let C(lFN1) be the subspace of IFNl consisting 
of characteristic functions of countable sets. 
We shall apply Lemma 10.1 with Y = C(IFN1) and the base V being the collection of 
sets 
O(L) = {u E E(IP’): ulL = 0): L C WI finite. (10.1) 
To this end, we need the following two observations: 
Lemma 10.3. Each open set in C(IFN1) is the union of a countable subcollection of sets 
defined by (10.1). 
Proof. Let f : F 4 C(F’I) associate to u E F the characteristic function of its support 
{o: U(Q) # 0). Then f-‘(O(L)) is th e set V(L) defined in (3.2), and the assertion of 
the lemma follows instantly from Lemma 3.2. 0 
Lemma 10.4. The space C(IFN1) is hereditarily separable. 
Proof. Let 2 be a subspace of C(IFN’ ). Define inductively countable ordinals (~0 < LYI < 
. . . and countable sets 2, c 2, i = 0, 1, ., as follows (cf. Remark 7.2). Set o. = 0. 
Given (ui, choose a countable Zi c Z so that the projection of Z, into E’[‘$“$) is dense 
in the projection of Z and pick ~i+i > CE~ greater than any ordinal in any support of a 
point in 2,. Then lJi Zi is dense in Z. •I 
Given u E IFHI , let 1 -u be the characteristic function of the complement of the support 
{Q: U(Q) # 0) of u. For f : X + IFN1 we let 1 - f : X + lE’nl be the function defined 
by (1 - f)(z) = 1 - f(z) (notice the discontinuity of this operation). The continuity of 
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1 - f implies that the inverse images f-‘(O(L)) of the elements of V defined in (10.1) 
are closed in X, and therefore, Lemmas 10.1, 10.3 and 10.4 give 
Proposition 10.5. Let f : X -+ C(IFN1) deJined on a metrizable space X be such that 
1 - f : X + FN1 is continuous. Then the graph G(f) c X x C(@I) is a pelfect, 
collectionwise normal space and the projection p : G(f) + X preserves Bore1 sets and 
u-discretely decomposable collections. 
Remark 10.6. Since 
G(f)‘” = G(f x f x . ..) c XNo x C(FN1)NO = XNn x E(FnI), 
the assertion of Proposition 10.5 holds true also for the countable product of the graph 
of a function satisfying the assumptions of Proposition 10.5. 
Our first application of Proposition 10.5 deals with 
s(W) = { u E NN’ : if n # 0 then U-’ (n) is finite}. (10.2) 
Stone’s space F is closed in S(NNl) and S(NNl) is a dense F,s-set in C(NuI). The 
following result generalizes Proposition 3.1: 
Proposition 10.7. There is a topology 7 on S(NN1) such that S*(W1) = (S(Pl), 7) 
has the following properties: 
(a) the identity S*(NN1) + S(NNl) is continuous, preserves Bore1 sets and u-discretely 
decomposable collections, 
(b) (S*(NNI))N” is a perfect collectionwise normal space, 
(c) there is a continuous bijection S*(PI) -+ B(NI) preserving Bore1 sets and CT- 
discretely decomposable collections. 
Proof. The topology of S(N~J) is generated by the subbase consisting of the sets 
V(L,n) = {U E S(PI): ulL = n}, L c WI finite, n E N. (10.3) 
To obtain the topology 7 we strengthen the topology of S(NNl), by adding to the subbase 
defined in (10.3) the Bore1 sets 
O(m,n) = {u E S(@): I~-‘(n)l = m} form E N, 72 > 0. (10.4) 
One can interpret S*(NH1) as the graph of a function g : S(NN1) ---) NH0 defined by 
g(u)(n) = IV(n)I f or n > 0. Then the identity considered in (a) corresponds to the 
projection of the graph of g onto its domain S(Nul), and condition (a) follows from the 
fact that the range of g has a countable base and g is Bore1 (cf. the proof of Lemma 10.1). 
Conditions (b) and (c) will be derived from Proposition 10.5. Let us define a metric d 
on S(NN1) by the formula (cf. (3.1)) 
for u # v d(u, TJ) = l/ min{n > 0: U’(n) # v-l(n)}. (10.5) 
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Then d is a complete non-Archimedean metric on S(l@) and the metric space 
X = (S(@‘),d) is homeomorphic to B(Nt). (10.6) 
Indeed, X can be viewed as a closed subset of the product (Fin(ut))Na, where Fin(uit ) 
is the space of finite subsets of wt with the discrete topology, and all nonempty open 
sets in X are nonseparable cf. [32, Section 21. 
By (10.5), the topology of X is generated by the subbase consisting of the sets (cf. 
(4.31) 
W(L,n) = (1~ E X: K’(n) = L}, L c WI finite, n > 0, (10.7) 
while the topology of S*(!@I) is generated by the sets V(L, n) n O(lLI, n) = W(L. n), 
with n > 0 and the sets V(L, 0), cf. (10.3) and (10.4). Therefore the identity 
id* : S*(NR1) + X is continuous, and the topology 7 can be obtained from the metric 
topology by adding the sets V(L, 0). 
Let f :X + E(F”l) take u to the characteristic function of {CC u(o) # 0}, and 
let f* = f o id* : S*(NN1) --7‘ C(lF’I ). Then f* is continuous, as the inverse image of 
a basic set O(L) defined in (10.1) is the set V(L,O) open in S*(NnI), and the map 
u -+ (id*(u), f*(u)) . 1s a h omeomorphism of S*(Nn1) onto G(f). 
By Proposition 10.5, it remains to check that the function 1 - f is continuous. Indeed, 
for any CL < WI, 
{u: (1 - p(u))@) = o} = {u: U(Q) # o} = u {W(L,n): (Y E L, n > o} 
is open in X, cf. (10.7). 0 
Remark 10.8. Let A be a left-separated subset of S(Nn’). Then A is left-separated in 
S*(N’l) and, applying the observation made in Remark 10.2, one can deduce that A is 
a-discrete in the metric space X defined in (10.6). Thus A is a-discrete in S* (IV”) and, 
by Proposition 10.7(a), it is cr-relatively discrete in S(N’l ). 
Corollary 10.9. If A and A’ are homeomorphic subsets of S(NN1), and A is Souslin in 
S(NN1), then so is A’. 
Proof. Use conditions (a) and (c) in Proposition 10.7 to obtain a bijection p: B(Nl) --f 
S(NR1) preserving Bore1 sets and a-discretely decomposable collections in both direc- 
tions. Note that, by (b), for any B c B(N1) the restriction p: B + p(B) also preserves 
cr-discretely decomposable collections in both directions. 
If A,A’ c S(N”l) and h: A + A’ is a homeomorphism, then p-’ o h o p maps 
B = p-’ (A) onto B’ = p(A’) taking a-discretely decomposable collections in B to cr- 
discretely decomposable collections in B’. If A is Souslin in S(N’l), then B is Souslin 
in B(N,), therefore, by Theorem 4.2 in [lo], B’ is Souslin in B(Nl) and consequently, 
A’ is Souslin in S(iV’l). 0 
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Our second application of Proposition 10.5 is concerned with the space B* (NI ) defined 
in Proposition 1.4 (cf. Section 11.6). 
Proposition 10.10. The space B*(N1)NO is pe$ect, collectionwise normal and the identity 
B*(N,)‘o -+ B(Nl )NO preserves Bore1 sets and u-discretely decomposable collections. 
Proof. We have to reinterpret B*(Nl) as the graph of a function f : B(N,) + E(FN1) 
with continuous 1 - f : B(N1) + FN1. 
To this end we let f(z) be the characteristic function of the interval [0, K(Z)), where 
K is the function defined in Proposition 1.4. Then, cf. (2.4), for any < < WI, 
{xx f(x)(<) = o} = { 2: K(X) < < = B(I)} if < 3 wg, 
0 if < < wo. 
Thus 
{z: 1- f(x)(E) = O} = B(h)\{z: f(x)(t) = O} 
is open in B(Nl), which shows that 1 - f is continuous. Therefore f satisfies the assump- 
tions of Proposition 10.5. The proof is completed by an observation that the projection 
of G(f) into C(lFN~), considered as the subspace of the Cantor cube, is continuous, and 
hence the bijection (2, K(X)) --f (z, f(z)) is a homeomorphism. 0 
11. Comments 
11.1. A comment on Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
Let S be a separable completely met&able space with a distinguished point SO, and let 
C(SN1) be the C-product in S NI based at the constant function pa = SO, for LY < WI. 
The formulas (1.2)-( 1.4) with 0 replaced by SO define a tree (C(SN1), 5) and layers 
Cc. The assertion of Theorem 1.2 holds true also for (C(S”l ), 3). To see this, let us 
consider first S = N” with SO = (0, 0, . . .). Let us fix a bijection #J :N x N --) N, and let 
u --) a be a homeomorphism from C(SNl) onto C(NNl) defined by ??(A + $(m, n)) = 
u(X + m)(n)), where X is limit. The correspondence preserves the limit layers Cc and 
the unions UaGE C, with limit I. In particular, if K(U) is limit, then u + TJ is equivalent 
to ii + V. Therefore, Theorem 1.2 applies to E((WN)“) instantly. In general case, 
let $ : T + S be a continuous bijection from a closed subset T of NN onto S, with 
$J(O,O, . .) = SO. Then @((L),) = ($J(&))~ is a +-preserving continuous bijection 
from a closed subspace C(TN1) of C((I@)u’) onto C(SN1), and the conclusion follows 
also in this case. 
11.2. Another proof of Theorem 1.1 
We shall sketch a proof of Theorem 1.1, based on a Corson-type argument similar to 
that used in Proposition 6.1. We decided to also include this argument to indicate a way 
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of bypassing the parameterization of C(N’l ) on B(Ni ) described in Section 4. However, 
the parameterization seems much more handy in the more refined analysis needed for 
Theorem 1.2. 
Let us call a basic neighbourhood 
u = {u E qq: u(cq) = nL, a1 < N2 < “. < crj} 
a restricted neighbourhood in C(N’I) if u((Y~) # 0. Usefulness of the collection of 
restricted neighbourhoods in our situation is based on the following three observations: 
(i) if Y C C(iPl) is covered by a collection of restricted neighbourhoods U with 
U n Y left-separated, then Y is left-separated, 
(ii) if Y C C(NN1) IS not a d-chain, then there is a pair of disjoint restricted neigh- 
bourhoods, each intersecting Y, 
(iii) the collection of restricted neighbourhoods is closed under finite intersections. 
Property (i) follows from Lemma 2.9 and a pressing-down lemma argument, (ii) is 
easily checked, and (iii) is transparent. 
Assume that both properties (a) and (c) in Theorem 1.1 fail for an uncountable Souslin 
set A in C(NJ”l) and let 
G=MnGlnG2n...cC(NN’) xWN 
project onto A, with M closed and Gt > GZ > . . . open in C(N’I) x IV’. In particular, 
G is not left-separated, cf. Lemma 2.9. We shall identify C(NnI) x N’ with C(IVO+wE). 
Remove from G the union W of all left-separated sets U n G, with U being a re- 
stricted neighbourhood. By (i) IV is left-separated, hence 2 = G\W is nonempty and 
no restricted neighbourhood meets 2 in a nonempty left-separated set. Now, let us start a 
Corson-type process, as in the proof of Proposition 6.1, adopting the notation introduced 
there. We put additional requirements that each U( CT is a restricted neighbourhood and ) 
K(z~) is a limit ordinal greater than max{K(zc,): length(a’) < length(a)}. 
Let 0 E (0, l}“. Since K(z~) is a limit ordinal bigger than max(&), see (6.1), there is 
a restricted neighbourhood V C U(o) of Z(U) fixing all coordinates in Lk. If p(VnZ) is 
not a 3-chain, we can continue the splitting process choosing, by (ii) and (iii), restricted 
neighbourhoods VO, VI in V intersecting 2, with p(Vo) n p(Vl) = 8. 
Let E = ibf\Gk, and let r be the c.u.b. set satisfying (7.2) (cf. Remark 7.2). Since 
VinZ is not left-separated, one can pick z,-i E Vinzn.EE, where E E r is a limit ordinal 
greater than all n(z,/) with length(cr’) < k, cf. Lemma 2.9. Then (7.2) guarantees that, 
fixing some coordinates below I, we can define restricted neighbourhoods U(a-i) c V, 
of Z,-_i disjoint from E. 
The splitting process must terminate, for otherwise we would define eventually, as in 
the proof of Proposition 6.1, a Cantor set in A. Therefore, at certain stage, we get a 
restricted neighbourhood V with p(V n 2) being a non left-separated d-chain C. Then, 
as at the end of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 4, we see that p( V n 2) c A 
contains a copy of wi. 
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11.3. An embedding of B(Nl) in F 
We shall describe explicitly a Gb-copy of B(Ni) in F, to which we referred in the 
Introduction. Let us fix a bijection 4 : N x N +N.Foreachz:N+wt let%:wt -+Nbe 
defined as follows: given CE = X+$(m, n) with X limit, we set E(a) = n if x(n) = XSm, 
and we let :(a) = 0, otherwise. Then the correspondence x + Z is an embedding of 
B(NI) into F sending each limit layer BE to the corresponding layer Cc. To show that 
B = {z: z E B(Nl)} is a G6-set in F, let us set U(X,m,n) = {u E F: z1(X + 
@(m, r~)) = TL}. Th en, recalling that u E F take any nonzero value at most once, we see 
that B = n, U{U(X, m, n): X is limit, m E N}, i.e., B is a Gs-set in F. 
11.4. Covering properties of NN1 
A starting point of this paper was an answer to a question asked by Kemoto and Yajima 
[13, Problem 2.81 (cf. [34, Question 21) if NN1 is weakly M-refinable. Corollary 1.3 and 
Theorem 1.5 provide, in a quite different way, locally countable subsets of NN’ which 
are not o-relatively discrete, which gives readily a negative answer to this question, cf. 
[6, Theorem 13.31. 
One can also show that Y c C(NN1) is meta-Lindelof if 6(Y) is nonstationary, cf. 
Lemma 2.10. 
11.5. Covering properties of 2N1\{0} 
Tamano and Teng [34, Question 11, asked if 2w’\{O} is countably metacompact, i.e., 
if given a sequence Ft > F2 > . . . of closed sets in 2w1\{O} with ni Fi = 0, there are 
open sets Ui > Fi with empty intersection. 
S. TodorceviE (unpublished notes, December 94), gave a negative answer to this ques- 
tion, using Aronszajn trees. Let us present here another simple construction to this effect. 
Let, for [ < WI, dc E 2w’\{O} be equal to 1 at [ and 0 otherwise. Then D = {dc: E < 
WI } is a closed discrete set in 2wl \{ 0) (0 being the compactifying point of D). Let us split 
WI into disjoint stationary sets At, AZ, . . . and let F, = {dc: < E UiBn Ai}. Using the 
pressing down lemma one can check that for any open sets U, 1 F,, n, Un\{O} # 0. 
In fact, this phenomenon does not depend on a specific choice of D. Let D be any 
discrete uncountable set in 2”‘\(O) with 0 being the compactifying point of D, and let 
Fl > F2 > . . be uncountable subsets of D with ni Fi = 8. Let Ut > U2 > . be open 
sets with Fi c Ui. Aiming at a contradiction, suppose that l-& Ui = 8. Let Ki be the 
closure of the union of all zero-sets in 2 w1 contained in 2”‘\U,. Then Ki is a zero-set 
and 2”’ = Ui Ki, cf. [29, Lemma 11. Therefore, 0 E K, for some n, so K, must contain 
all but countably many elements of D, contradicting the fact that F, was uncountable. 
11.6. Normality of the C-product of B*(Nl) 
By Proposition 1.4, the space B* (N ) 1 embeds onto a closed subset of a C-product of 
complete metric spaces (a simple embedding is described after Lemma 9.4). Thus, by 
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[2], any C-product of B*(N ) 1 is collectionwise normal, and so is the product of B*(Nl) 
with any closed subset of C-product of (complete) metric spaces. In particular, since the 
space wi of the countable ordinals can be embedded in the C-product in 2““) we infer 
that the product of B* (N ) 1 x WI is collectionwise normal, cf. [7, Proposition 5.11. 
11.7. A comment on Theorem 1.5 
By [5, 24N], it is consistent with ZFC that no separable metrizable space of cardi- 
nality not greater than Ni without isolated points (e.g., the rational numbers) admits a 
closed embedding into NN1. Since any non-c-discrete metrizable space contains a closed 
separable subspace without isolated points, it follows that it is consistent with ZFC that 
each metrizable space of cardinality N1 which embeds as a closed set in NN1 must be 
o-discrete. 
1 I .8. A comment on Theorem 1.6 
We did not find in the literature examples of closed subspaces of NN1 with positive 
covering dimension. A technique, originated by Kunen and van Douwen, which properly 
applied provides closed subspaces of Nm with arbitrarily large covering dimension dim, 
yields m > 2n0, cf. [3,23,35]. In another direction, Kulesza [15] modified P. Roy’s 
construction producing metrizable spaces of weight Ni and dim = 1 embedable as closed 
sets in some Wm. It is not clear, however, if m can be here Ni, and no closed metrizable 
subspace of N”’ with dim > 1 is known. 
Some variations of the space Y from [25], used in the proof of Theorem 1.3, were 
known to be embedable as closed sets in some Nm, but the arguments used to justify 
this fact did not guarantee that m can be Ni. 
Note added in proof. A more direct proof of Proposition 5.3, results concerning the strat- 
ification of the hyperspaces of the interval determined by the Cantor-Bendixon derivative, 
analogous to that in Proposition 5.3, and some generalizations of these results, obtained 
recently by the first and third authors, can be found in the preprint “On the Cantor- 
Bendixon derivative and perfect set theorems of A.H. Stone”. 
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